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The Alinity m (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, IL) automated molecular analyzer allows continuous
loading of samples and sample-to-result molecular detection of several microorganisms. The detection
of SARS-CoV-2 by the Alinity m was compared with that of the cobas 6800 (Roche Molecular Systems,
Branchburg, NJ; standard comparator) in a manufacturer-independent clinical evaluation on 2157
consecutive nasopharyngeal swab samples. Valid initial results on Alinity m and cobas 6800 were
obtained from 2129 (98.7%) and 2157 (100%) samples, respectively. The overall percent agreement
(95% CI) was 98.3% (2092/2129 [97.6%e98.7%]); positive percent agreement, 100% (961/961
[99.6%e100%]); negative percent agreement, 96.8% (1131/1168 [95.7%e97.7%]); and high k value,
0.965 (0.954e0.976). There were 37 discordant results on Alinity m and, based on discordant analyses,
including previous and/or follow-up PCR results, 22 could be considered analytically true positive with
high probability. Due to a lack of additional information and an inability to perform repeated/further
testing, the status of the remaining 15 discordant results remained unresolved. The throughput of the
two analyzers was compared using testing on 564 samples in parallel across two 8-hour shifts in clinical
practice. The turnaround times were compared using processing of 94 routine samples in parallel on
each working day for 5 consecutive days. The two analyzers showed similar performance, with certain
differences that have potential importance in some laboratory settings. (J Mol Diagn 2021, 23: 920
e928; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmoldx.2021.05.003)
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The coronavirus diseasee2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has
affected over 135 million individuals, with over 2.9 million
COVID-19erelated deaths as of April 10, 2021. Highly
reliable laboratory diagnostics for COVID-19 are essential for
case identification, patient management, and contact tracing.
Detecting severe acute respiratory syndromeecoronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) RNA in nasopharyngeal swabs is still
considered the COVID-19 reference laboratory diagnostic
standard.1,2 Although several commercial SARS-CoV-2
RNA assays have received Emergency-Use Authorization
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Alinity vs cobas for SARS-CoV-2 Detection
(EUA) from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
only a few have been designed for analyzers with high sample
throughput to manage the unprecedented demand for SARS-
CoV-2 RNA testing and to allow for significant scaling-up
due to the fully automated sample-to-result solution.3 The
cobas 6800 and 8800 Systems (Roche Molecular Systems,
Branchburg, NJ) are fully integrated and automated analyzers
that allow for sample-to-result qualitative and quantitative
molecular detection of several microorganisms. The FDA
recently approved the use of a range of molecular assays
designed for use with the cobas 6800/8800 System (https://
www.fda.gov/medical-devices/vitro-diagnostics/nucleic-acid-
based-tests, last accessed April 10, 2021), including assays
for SARS-CoV-2, which were given FDA EUA on March
12, 2020. Several studies have evaluated the performance of
this reliable and robust SARS-CoV-2 assay,4e11 and it has
become a primary comparator in many performance evalua-
tions of novel SARS-CoV-2 RNA assays.

Alinity m (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, IL) is another,
recently launched, fully integrated, automated, sample-to-
result molecular analyzer that allows continuous loading of
samples and random-access testing. Seven molecular assays
have been developed for use with Alinity m,12e23 including
an assay for SARS-CoV-2, which was given FDA EUA on
May 11, 2020. Unlike the cobas SARS-CoV-2 assay with
much-published performance data, peer-reviewed literature
on the Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay contains only limited
data on verification and validation.20

This article presents the results from a large-scale,
manufacturer-independent comparison of the clinical per-
formance of the Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay versus the
cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 assay as a standard comparator.
This head-to-head study evaluated the clinical performance
of these two high-throughput, automated assays in detecting
the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in 2157 consecutive
nasopharyngeal swab samples in a routine diagnostic
setting. In addition, throughput of the two analyzers was
compared in clinical practice using testing on 564 samples
across two 8-hour shifts. TATs were compared using as-
sessments of the first 94 samples received in the laboratory
on each working day for 5 consecutive days.

Materials and Methods

Samples Used for Head-to-Head Clinical Comparison

The clinical performance of the Alinity m and cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 assays was compared using testing on a total
of 2157 unselected nasopharyngeal swab samples, routinely
collected during a 10-day period in mid-January 2021. All
samples were obtained from individuals treated at the Uni-
versity Clinical Center Ljubljana [Ljubljana, Slovenia; the
largest (2138 beds) tertiary hospital, and the principal
COVID-19 hospital, in Slovenia, with the largest COVID-
19 intensive care unit]. Samples were collected in a
commercially available 3-mL transport medium (VTM;
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmdjournal.org
Liofilchem, Roseto degli Abruzzi, Italy) from 2157 in-
dividuals referred for COVID-19 testing during the study
period. The median transport time of samples from the
collection site to the laboratory was 1:51 hours. On arrival at
the laboratory, swabs were vortexed for 1 minute at
maximum speed, and two VTM aliquots were prepared: 800
mL for Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 testing and 700 mL for cobas
6800 SARS-CoV-2 testing.

Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 Testing

The Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay is a real-time reverse
transcriptase PCRebased assay for the qualitative detection of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA in nasal, nasopharyngeal, and oropha-
ryngeal swab samples.20 By using target-specific, fluores-
cence-labeled oligonucleotide probes, the assay allows
simultaneous detection and amplification of two SARS-CoV-
2especific sequences targeting theRdRp andNgenes, reported
as a combined signal in one channel, and individually an in-
ternal control target sequence for the evaluation of sample
extraction and amplification efficiency reported separately in
another channel. The assay was performed on Alinity mda
fully integrated, automated molecular analyzer that allows
continuous loading of samples and performs sample prepara-
tion, reverse transcriptase PCR assembly, amplification,
detection, calculation, and reporting of the results. Alinity m
provides two reports: i) "result" [each signal is reported either
as "not detected" if a specimen cycle number (CN) is not
generated, or as "CN value" if CN is <42], and ii) "interpre-
tation" (either "negative" or "positive"). Prior to transfer of the
results into the laboratory information system, the results can
be reviewed directly on the system screen or as a printed report.

In this study, 800-mL sample aliquots were transferred
into Alinity m aliquot tubes, loaded on Alinity m, and tested
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 Testing

The cobas SARS-CoV-2 assay is a two-target real-time
reverse transcriptase PCR test for the qualitative detection of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA in nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal
swab samples.4 One target is viral ORF1, a region unique to
SARS-CoV-2 (target 1), and the second is a conserved re-
gion in the E gene for pan-Sarbecovirus detection (target 2).
The assay utilizes RNA internal control as sample prepa-
ration and PCR amplification processing controls and the
uracil-N-glycosylase system for the prevention of PCR
contamination. The assay is performed on either the cobas
6800 or 8800 System, which consists of the sample supply
module, transfer module, processing module, and analytic
module. Automated data management is performed using
the manufacturer’s software, which assigns test results. The
results can be reviewed directly on the system screen, as a
printed report, or transferred to a laboratory information
system. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, a
tested sample was considered SARS-CoV-2 positive if
921
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cobas showed positive results either for both the ORF1
(target 1) and E (target 2) genes or for the ORF1 gene only
(target 1). In the case of positivity for the E gene only (target
2), the result was reported as SARS-CoV-2 presumptive
positive.

In this study, 700-mL sample aliquots were transferred to
barcoded secondary tubes, loaded on the cobas 6800 Sys-
tem, and tested following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Testing was performed in 94-sample batches plus one
negative and positive control each.
Data Analysis

A contingency table was constructed for the assessment of
percent overall, positive, and negative agreements with 95%
CIs. The level of agreement between tests was assessed
using the Cohen k statistic. All statistical analyses were
performed using Excel 2016 version 16.0.5134.1000
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA) and R statistical software
version 3.2.5 (Free Software Foundation, Boston, MA). The
study protocol conformed with the World Medical Associ-
ation’s Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Medical Ethics Committee of the Republic of Slovenia
(protocol 0120-211/2020/7).
Comparative Throughput Assessment

To comparatively assess the throughput of the Alinity m and
cobas 6800 systems in clinical practice, 564 samples were
processed in parallel on both systems across two 8-hour shifts.
Samples were processed by experienced operators starting on
the morning of January 19, 2021. Both analyzers were
initialized at the same time and run in parallel until all samples
were processed and all final results were obtained. The sample-
handling time, instrument-handling time, and total hands-on
time with each analyzer were meticulously measured by two
independent observers (R.K. and A.O.V.). For visualization of
the release dynamics of the final results across the two shifts, a
time curve from each analyzer was generated, and the time
curves obtained were comparatively evaluated.
Table 1 Clinical Comparison of Alinity m* Versus cobas 6800y SARS-C

Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay

cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 assay

Positive Negative Tota

Positive, n 961 37 99
Negative, n 0 1131 113
Total, n 961 1168 212

A total of 2129 nasopharyngeal swab samples with valid initial results on both
initial invalid results on Alinity m. The interpretation of 37 discordant results, in
provided in detail in the Results and Discussion sections.
*Trademark of Abbott Molecular (Des Plaines, IL).
yTrademark of Roche Molecular Systems (Branchburg, NJ).
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Comparative Turnaround-Time Assessment

To determine the turnaround times (TATs) of the two
SARS-CoV-2 assays in clinical practice, the first 94 routine
samples received in the laboratory on each working day for
5 consecutive days were processed in parallel on both an-
alyzers by experienced operators (M.S. and P.K.). The entire
testing procedure of each analyzer was meticulously moni-
tored by two independent observers (R.K. and A.O.V.), and
the following timepoints were recorded for each of the 470
(94 � 5) samples processed: sample admission time, starting
point of sample handling, starting point of instrument pro-
cessing, and time of result release. From the collected data,
total preanalytical time, instrument on-board time, and total
TAT were calculated for each of the 470 samples processed.

Results

Head-to-Head Clinical Comparison

Of 2157 nasopharyngeal swab samples tested, valid initial
results from the Alinity m and cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2
assays were obtained from 2129 (98.7%) and 2157
(100%) samples, respectively. A total of 28 samples were
excluded from further analysis due to initial invalid results
on Alinity m SARS-CoV-2; all invalid results were due to
a lack of amplification of the target and internal control
failure. Table 1 summarizes the results from the compar-
ative clinical evaluation of the two assays on 2129 sam-
ples with initial valid results from both assays. The
diagnostic approaches showed an overall percent agree-
ment (95% CI) of 98.3% (2092/2129 [97.6%e98.7%]), a
positive percent agreement of 100% (961/961 [99.6%e
100.0%]), a negative percent agreement of 96.8% (1131/
1168 [95.7%e97.7%]), and a high k value of 0.965
(0.954e0.976) on 2129 samples with valid results from
both assays.
Thirty-seven discordant results were obtained; four sam-

ples were positive using Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 and pre-
sumptive positive on cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2, and 33
were positive using Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 and negative
on cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 (Table 1). With Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2, mean and median CN values among 961
concordantly positive samples were 20.6 and 18.8 (range,
oV-2 Assays

Overall agreement (95% CI) k Value (95% CI)l

8 98.3% (97.6%e98.7%) 0.965 (0.954e0.976)
1
9

assays were tested; 28 others were excluded from further analysis due to
cluding 4 positive on Alinity m and presumptive-positive on cobas 6800, is
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8.9 to 39.1), respectively, and among 37 samples with
discordant results, 37.8 and 37.9 (range, 31.1 to 41.9),
respectively.

An insufficient volume of leftover specimens prevented
retesting of samples with discrepant Alinity m/cobas 6800
results. To resolve the status of samples with discrepant
results, all previous and follow-up testing results from the
37 individuals with discrepant results recorded in the labo-
ratory information system were reviewed. In 18 of these 37
individuals, previous and/or follow-up SARS-CoV-2 PCR
result(s) were identified: 10 of 18 had a recorded previous
SARS-CoV-2 PCRepositive result in samples collected on
0, 6, 8, 9, 9, 10, 11, 27, 59, and 90 days (mean, 22.9 days;
median, 9.5 days; range, 0 to 90 days) before the sample in
this study was collected (for multiple previous samples
identified, the first previously positive sample was consid-
ered for each individual), and 8 of 18 had a recorded pos-
itive result on follow-up SARS-CoV-2 PCR in samples
collected on 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 5, 6, and 7 days (mean, 2.8 days;
median, 2 days; range, 0 to 7 days) after the sample in this
study was collected (for multiple follow-up samples iden-
tified, the first positive follow-up sample was considered for
each individual). In 19 individuals with Alinity m/cobas
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Figure 1 Time curves visualizing the release dynamics of the final SARS-CoV
cobas 6800 (Roche Molecular Systems, Branchburg, NJ) analyzers in the testing of
sample-handling times (dark), instrument-handling times (light), and total hand
(R.K. and A.O.V).
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6800 discrepant results, no previous and/or follow-up
SARS-CoV-2 PCR results were identified in the labora-
tory information system database. Of these 19 individuals, 4
were Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 positive/cobas 6800 SARS-
CoV-2 presumptive positive (positive for target 2 only) and
15 were Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 positive/cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 negative. Based on the discordant analyses
described, of 37 samples with Alinity m SARS-CoV-
2epositive/cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2enegative discrepant
results, 22 (18 þ 4) samples could be considered Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2 analytically true positive with high probabil-
ity. Due to the lack of additional information and the
inability of repeated/further testing, the status of the
remaining 15 discordant samples remains unresolved.

Comparative Throughput Assessment

Figure 1 shows the time curves with the Alinity m and cobas
6800 systems, with the release dynamics of the final results
from testing 564 samples in parallel across two 8-hour
shifts. The first results were produced sooner with Alinity
m than with the cobas 6800 System; the first 12 results were
released 2:35 hours after initialization. Afterward, Alinity m
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-2 RNA results from the Alinity m (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, IL) and
564 nasopharyngeal swab samples in parallel across two 8-hour shifts. The
s-on times of each analyzer were measured by two independent observers
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released results consistently every 16 minutes in batches of
12, releasing 96, 192, 288, 384, 480, and 564 results at 4:25,
6:50, 8:55, 11:05, 13:10, and 15:30 hours after initialization,
respectively (Figure 1). On the other hand, the cobas 6800
System required 3:40 hours from initialization to release the
first batch of 94 results. Afterward, the cobas 6800 System
released results in batches of 94, releasing 188, 282, 376,
470, and 564 results at 5:15, 6:50, 8:25, 10:00, and 11:35
hours after initialization, respectively. The total hands-on
times of testing 564 samples were similar between the two
instruments: 305 minutes with Alinity m and 315 minutes
with the cobas 6800 System. However, the cobas 6800
System required slightly less total instrument-handling time
than Alinity m (35 versus 50 minutes), but slightly more
total sample-handling time (280 versus 255 minutes). In
addition, the cobas 6800 System required laboratory staff
presence during seven similar time slots (40 to 50 minutes
each), whereas Alinity m required presence during 12
varying time slots (5 to 90 minutes) (Figure 1).

Comparative TAT Assessment

On parallel routine processing of the first 94 samples received
in the laboratory on each working day for 5 consecutive days,
the TATs of almost all samples were shorter with Alinity m
(143 to 257 minutes) in comparison to those with the cobas
6800 System (243 to 269 minutes). Although the ranges of
instrument on-board time were similar between the two an-
alyzers (Alinity m, 130 to 215 minutes; cobas 6800 System,
168 to 174 minutes), the ranges of total preanalytical time of
most samples differed (Alinity m, 12 to 86 minutes; cobas
6800 System, 72 to 91 minutes).

Discussion

The demand for SARS-CoV-2 diagnostics has been unprec-
edented, and has led to the development of a range of mo-
lecular assays designed for use with analyzers that provide
high sample throughput. This throughput allows for signifi-
cant scaling-up due to the fully automated sample-to-result
solution. Currently, at least six high-throughput SARS-CoV-
2 RNA assays are available: cobas SARS-CoV-2,4e11 Alinity
m SARS-CoV-2,20 Panther Fusion SARS-CoV-2 (Hologic,
San Diego, CA),5,8,24e27 Aptima SARS-CoV-2 (Hol-
ogic),5,8,24e27 NeuMoDx SARS-CoV-2 (NeuMoDx
Molecular, Ann Arbor, MI),28,29 and GeneXpert Infinity
SARS-CoV-2 (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA). Although several
evaluations of these assays have been published in addition to
the present study, only a single head-to-head comparison of
two SARS-CoV-2 high-throughput assays was identified
using database searches.8 In that study, the clinical perfor-
mance of the cobas and Panther Fusion SARS-CoV-2 assays
was compared using 389 nasopharyngeal swab samples; the
two assays showed a high overall percent agreement of 96.4%
and a high k value of 0.922.8
924
Among fully automated analyzers used for SARS-CoV-2
RNA testing, Alinity m was most recently launched (2019),
and as of April 2021, seven molecular assays had been
developed and launched for use with Alinity m. These as-
says are intended for: i) the quantitative detection of hepa-
titis B virus DNA13,17,19,21; ii) the quantitative detection of
hepatitis C virus RNA12,17,18,21; iii) the quantitative detec-
tion of HIV-1 RNA15e17,21; iv) the qualitative detection of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA20; v) the qualitative detection of 14
high-risk human papillomaviruses coupled with extended
genotyping14,22; the vi) qualitative detection and differenti-
ation of Chlamydia trachomatis, Trichomonas vaginalis,
Mycoplasma genitalium, and Neisseria gonorrhoeae23; and
vii) the qualitative detection and differentiation of SARS-
CoV-2, influenza A and B viruses, and respiratory syncy-
tial virus. Twelve evaluations of Alinity m assays are
available from the peer-reviewed literature,12e23 but only a
single analytical and clinical evaluation of the Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2 assay in a limited number of samples is
known to have been published to date.20 In that study, the
manufacturer’s claim of a lower limit of detection of 100
copies/mL with the Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay was
verified, with clinical evaluation performed on 203 residual
nasopharyngeal swabs from symptomatic and asymptomatic
individuals with suspected COVID-19. The testing of
samples was compared between the Alinity m and the
RealTime (Abbott) SARS-CoV-2 assays, and positive and
negative percent agreement between the two assays were
92.2% (95% CI, 85.3%e96.6%) and 92.0% (95% CI,
84.8%e96.5%), respectively. The CN values found in 95
concordantly positive samples showed high correlation
(R2 Z 0.95); however, on average, for 14.1 higher CN
values were recorded with Alinity m than with RealTime,
perhaps due to the first 10 unread cycles with the RealTime
assay.20 Some limited performance data are also provided
by the manufacturer, which compared Alinity m SARS-
CoV-2 with an undeclared reverse transcriptase PCR assay
approved for use by FDA EUA; on the testing of 104
clinical samples with positive and negative percent agree-
ments between the two assays of 100% (95% CI, 95.5%e
100.0%) and 96.5% (95% CI, 87.9%e99.6%), respectively,
with two more samples found positive on Alinity m SARS-
CoV-2, both of which had a CN value of >40. The per-
formance of the assays was also assessed using samples
from 144 asymptomatic individuals, of which 19 were
concordantly positive, yielding percent positive and nega-
tive agreements of 100% (95% CIs, 82.4%e100.0% and
97.1%e100.0%, respectively). In addition, no in silico
impact on the detection of different SARS-CoV-2 strains/
variants or cross-reactivity with similar viruses has been
reported. A manufacturer’s technical brief dated January 18,
2021, reported that the performance of Alinity m SARS-
CoV-2 was unaffected by three emerging variants of
concern: i) VOC 202012/01-B.1.1.7, ii) VOC 501Y.V2-
B.1.351, and iii) IC-0561-B.1.1248.
jmdjournal.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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In the present study, Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 showed
excellent overall, positive, and negative agreement with the
comparator, cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2, in the testing of
2129 samples, with valid results with both assays. Thirty-
seven discordant results were identified. Discordance be-
tween the assays was completely unidirectional (Table 1),
suggesting slightly higher analytical sensitivity with Alinity
m SARS-CoV-2 over cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2. These
findings are in agreement with recent data on assay per-
formance from an FDA SARS-CoV-2 reference panel
facilitating comparisons of performance among different
FDA EUAeapproved assays. Those data indicated that the
relative sensitivity of Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 was 600
nucleic acid amplification test detectable units (NDUs) per
milliliter30 compared to 1800 NDU/mL with cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 (https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/corona
virus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/sars-cov-2-reference-
panel-comparative-data, last accessed April 10, 2021).
Higher sample-volume input with Alinity m SARS-CoV-2
(800 versus 600 mL) might have contributed to the higher
analytical sensitivity compared with that of cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2. Given that the Alinity m and the cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 assays target different SARS-CoV-2 genes,
there is also a possibility that discordant performance was a
consequence of differing assay designs (ORF1 and E genes
versus N and RdRp genes, respectively). Namely, it has been
reported recently that certain deletions/mutations in the
SARS-CoV-2 genome can affect commercial PCRs.31,32

However, such a scenario is less likely with the Alinity m
and cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 assays, given that both were
designed as two-target assays, making false-negative results
less likely. Nonetheless, there is a need for constant
monitoring for the emergence of polymorphisms that might
adversely affect PCR systems used in diagnosing
COVID-19.

Higher analytical sensitivity with a particular PCR test for
SARS-CoV-2 does not necessarily indicate more clinical
value: The majority of clinically relevant SARS-CoV-2
RNAepositive samples contain a high viral load (and have
relatively low CN/Ct values) and thus are concurrently
positive on different PCR-based assays. With PCR-based
assays with an analytical sensitivity higher than that of
standard PCR assays, the clinical benefit may be evident
only in a limited fraction of positive samples having a low
SARS-CoV-2 RNA viral load (and having high CN/Ct
values), mainly due to sample collection that was subopti-
mal or that took place in a very early phase of SARS-CoV-2
infection. Discordant analysis of samples weakly positive on
one assay and negative on another can be challenging. Due
to the high sample-volume requirements of the Alinity m
and cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 assays, and due to the
consequent insufficient volume of leftover specimen, sam-
ples showing discrepant results between the Alinity m and
cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 assays could not be retested.
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmdjournal.org
Thus, the true SARS-CoV-2 RNA status of samples with
discrepant results could be resolved only using previous and
follow-up testing in particular individuals whose data were
recorded in the laboratory information system. Based on
findings from detailed discordant analyses, of 37 individuals
with samples that yielded discordant results, 22 (59.5%)
could have been considered true positive on analysis with
Alinity m SARS-CoV-2, with high probability. In at least 8
of these 22, the higher analytical sensitivity with Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2 compared with that of cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 was clinically beneficial because these in-
dividuals tested positive on cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 in one
or more follow-up samples obtained after the initial negative
result was obtained with cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2. This
clinical benefit potentially also extends to 4 individuals with
Alinity m SARS-CoV-2epositive/cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-
2epresumptive positive results in the study sample, but
without previous or follow-up results available. The clinical
benefit of the higher analytical sensitivity with Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2 in the remaining 10 individuals who had a
sample that yielded an Alinity m SARS-CoV-
2eanalytically true positive/cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-
2enegative result, but a cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2epositive
result in one or more previous sample(s), is less evident
because the clinical value of extremely highesensitivity
molecular tests used for follow-up testing in individuals
with clear laboratory-confirmed infection remains contro-
versial. Unfortunately, due to the lack of additional infor-
mation and the inability of repeated/further testing in 15 of
37 individuals with results discordant between Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2/cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2, the status of the
samples that yielded discordant results remains unresolved.

Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 internal control is a noninfec-
tious Armored RNA sequence unrelated to the SARS-CoV-
2 sequence and is introduced into each specimen at the
beginning of the sample preparation. The internal control is
simultaneously amplified by PCR to demonstrate that the
entire testing procedure has proceeded correctly in each
sample. In the present study, 28 of 2157 samples (1.3%)
showed initial invalid results on Alinity m SARS-CoV-2, all
due to a lack of amplification of target and internal control
failure. Insufficient leftover volume allowed for the retesting
of only 10 of 28 study samples with initial invalid results on
Alinity m SARS-CoV-2, and after retesting, a valid result on
Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 was obtained in 9 of the 10 initially
failed samples (90%). The cobas 6800 System was installed
at the Institute of Microbiology and Immunology, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2 years ago,
and Alinity m was installed a week before the start of the
present study. Although invalid results on SARS-CoV-2
RNA testing were also initially an issue with the cobas 6800
System,4 and were mainly caused by clots, mucus, or
physical contamination detected by the instrument during
sample aspiration, or by insufficient sample volume
925
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identified in sample tubes or processing plates, the instru-
ment soon stabilized, and no significant problems with
invalid results on the cobas 6800 System have been recor-
ded during the past 10 months of routine testing of
>120,000 samples using the cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2
assay. After the head-to-head study was closed, moni-
toring the rate of invalid results on Alinity m was continued
for 8 weeks. Interestingly, the rates of initially invalid re-
sults on Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 in the first 4 weeks
remained similar to those recorded during the head-to-head
study [41/1562 (2.6%), 44/2375 (1.9%), 42/2819 (1.5%),
and 42/3059 (1.4%) in weeks 1 to 4, respectively]. How-
ever, in the subsequent 4 weeks, the rates of initially invalid
results were significantly decreased [10/3949 (0.3%), 9/
3830 (0.2%), 11/4070 (0.3%), and 6/2761 (0.2%) in weeks
5 to 8, respectively]. The most probable reasons for the
improvement might have been a combination of the
increased stability of the analyzer and the accumulated
experience of the operators. Due to the insufficient leftover
volume of most of the routinely processed samples, at the
Institute of Microbiology and Immunology all of the sam-
ples with initially invalid results on Alinity m SARS-CoV-2
are currently being retested using a protocol that requires a
smaller sample volume (200 mL), as described previously.4

However, in the present study, all of the routinely tested
samples with initially invalid results that had �800 mL of
leftover volume available were retested with Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2, and a valid result was obtained in 77 of 78 of
these initially failed samples (98.7%). Thus, if leftover
sample volume is sufficient, simple repeated testing
(without further sample manipulation) is recommended in
cases of samples with initially invalid results on Alinity m
SARS-CoV-2.

When selecting a SARS-CoV-2 RNA assay, virologists
must consider not only sensitivity and specificity but also
sample throughput, time to result, test complexity, reagent
and instrument availability, and cost per reportable result.
Assay throughput is a parameter especially crucial for large-
scale testing. The Alinity m and the cobas 6800 Systems are
both fully integrated and automated analyzers that allow for
sample-to-result detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, but the
present comparative throughput assessment showed poten-
tially important differences (Figure 1). Alinitymproduced the
first reportable results much sooner than the cobas 6800
System (2:35 versus 3:40 hours), but with the cobas 6800
System, the testing of 564 samples in parallel was finished
almost 4 hours faster than with Alinity m (11:35 versus 15:30
hours). Similarly, although the total hands-on time of testing
564 samples was similar between the two instruments,
slightly less total instrument-handling time, but slightly more
total sample-handling time, was required with the cobas 6800
System than with Alinity m. In addition, during testing of 564
samples in parallel across two 8-hour shifts, the cobas 6800
System required the presence of laboratory staff during seven
926
similar time slots, whereas Alinity m required staff presence
during 12 varying time slots (Figure 1). Similar, potentially
important, differences between the analyzers were also
recorded during in-parallel routine processing of the first 94
samples received at the laboratory on each working day for 5
consecutive days. On this testing of 470 samples, the TATs of
most of the samples were somewhat shorter with Alinity m in
comparison to the cobas 6800 System. This discrepancy was
mainly due to differences in total preanalytical time between
the two analyzers, and due to routine (andmost economically)
processing of 12-sample batches with Alinity m and 94-
sample batches with the cobas 6800 System. Thus, in
different laboratory settings, the differences between the an-
alyzers observed in the present studymight be less evident and
less important.
When asked to qualitatively compare their experiences in

using the two analyzers for the routine detection of SARS-
CoV-2 RNA, laboratory staff agreed that the main
comparative advantages of Alinity m were a rapid TAT with
smaller batches and flexible STAT prioritization, and that
the main disadvantages were the need for prethawing and
centrifuge reagents, more frequent instrument interactions
and sample loading/unloading, and limited (48-hour) on-
board stability of positive and negative controls. The main
comparative advantages with the cobas 6800 System were a
higher 24-hour throughput, ready-to-use reagents that did
not require thawing or mixing, and less frequent instrument
interactions and sample loading/unloading; the main disad-
vantage (in the laboratory setting at the Institute of Micro-
biology and Immunology) was the requirement of sample
centrifugation to avoid problems during sample aspiration
due to clots, mucus, or physical contamination.
In conclusion, in the present manufacturer-independent

comparison of Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 against cobas 6800
SARS-CoV-2 used in the routine diagnostic testing of 2157
samples, the Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 assay was reliable in
the qualitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 from nasopha-
ryngeal swab samples. Assays showed excellent overall,
positive, and negative percent agreements, with a high k
value. Slightly higher analytical sensitivity with the Alinity
m SARS-CoV-2 assay was clinically beneficial in a limited
number of samples. Comparative throughput and TAT as-
sessments in clinical practice showed similar performance of
the two assays, with performance differences that could be
important in some laboratory settings.
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